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Abstract 
Although most of the scheduling problems with intcrprocessor communication delays have 
been shown to be NP-complete. some important spatial cases were still unsolved. This paper 
deals with the problem where communication times at: smaller than processing times and task 
duplication isnot allowed. We prove that this problem is NP-complete and we give an efficient 
approximate algorithm with performance guarantee. 
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1. Introduction 
A lot of interesting complexity results concerning scheduling problems with inter- 
processor communication delays have already been proven. When the number of 
processors i  limited the problem is NP-complete [7]. Among the most significant 
when the number of processors i unbounded are the following. When task duplica- 
tion is allowed, the problem is NP-complete [6] and the special case where commun- 
ication delays are smaller than processing times is polynomial [4]. When task 
duplication is not allowed, the problem is NP-complete if the precedence graph is an 
in-tree [2] or a parallel graph [1]; when the communication tintes are smaller than the 
processing times and the precedence graph is an in-tree [2], a serial-parallel graph or 
a bipartite graph [3], the problem is polynomial. This paper deals with two problems 
with no duplication: the UET-UCT problem, i.e. unit execution time-unit commun- 
ication time, and the SCT problem, i.e. small communication time, more precisely, 
when the communication times have a (strictly) positive value c no greater )han the 
smallest processing time. We prove that these two problems are NP-complet¢. These 
results show that as small as the communication times are, the problem is NP- 
complete providing that no further restriction is added. We present two simple 
polynomial approximation algorithms, based on the CPM method. The first one, 
which concerns the UET-UCT problem, has worst-case performance ratio 2. The 
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second concerns the more general case when communication times are no greater 
than processing times and has worst-case performance ratio (1 + v/p) where v is the 
greatest communication time and p is the smallest processing time. 
2. Definition of the scheduling woblem 
A generic instance of the scheduling problem is specified in terms of the following four 
parameters (I, U, p, c) where I == { 1 .. . . .  n} is a finite set of nodes (i.e. tasks), G = (1, U) is 
the precedence graph (G may have transitive directed edges), the positive number p~, 
i ¢ 1, is the processing time of node i (whichever processor executes it) and the positive 
number co, (i,j) ~ U, is the communication time of the arc if, j) (i.e. the time oftbe data 
transfer from task i to taskj if these two tasks are not processed by the same processor). 
In the overall paper, the communication times are assumed to be no greater than 
the processing times (i.e. max,.~),v{cu} ~< min~l{p~}). 
A schedule S of the problem P ~- (!, U, p, c) is a finite set of assigned tasks (where an 
assigned task is a member of ! × Z + x R + whose first component is the task, whose 
second component is the processor to which the task is assigned and whose third 
component is the time at which the task is processed) such that 
1. for each node i there is one assigned task (i, n, t); 
2. at any time, a processor executes at most one task; 
3. if (i,j) ¢ U, then the assigned task (.~, n, t) and the assigned task (i, n', t') are such 
that if n = n' then t ~ t' + pj else t ~ t' + p~ + c u. 
The objective is to determine a schedule whose makespan (i.e. the largest completion 
time of a task) is minimal. 
3. Properties of schedules with small communication times 
We first recall two important properties that are proved in [3]. 
Property 1. The subset of schedules uch that independent tasks are processed by 
distinct processors is a dominant subset. 
Let edge (i,j) be called a bridge if taskj is the only immediate successor of task i and 
task i is the only immediate ancestor of task j. 
Property 2. The subset of schedules uch that the two tasks of any bridge if, j) are 
processed successively by the same processor is a dominant subset. 
4. The UET-UCT problem 
The UET-UCT problem is the special case of the scheduling problem where all 
tasks have a unit processing time and where each arc if, j)  ¢ U has a unit communica- 
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tion time. So a generic instance of UET-UCT is specified by the precedence graph 
G = (i, u). 
The UET-UCT decision problem is as follows: 
Instance: G = (I, U) a precedence graph, B/> 0. 
Question: Is there a schedule S with makespan B or less'?. 
We prove by a polynomial reduction from 3SAT that UET-UCT is NP-complete. 
Let us first recall the definition of 3SAT (see [5]): 
Instance: A set ~={ul  . . . . .  un} of boolean variables and a collection 
qf = {C1 . . . . .  C,} of clauses uch that each clause C, e ~f has exactly 3 literals over ~. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment of ~ such that every clause is satisfied? 
Theorem !. The U ET-UCT scheduling problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. We show that 3SAT oc UET-UCT.  
II an instance of UET-UCT is polynomially constructed from an instance of 3SAT 
as follows: With each variable u,, 1 ~< i ~< n, is associated a triple of nodes (V~, U,, LT,) 
and a pair of arcs ((It/, U,), (V~, [.7,)) (see Fig. 1). 
With each clause C~ = if, l, !/2, li3), 1 ~< i ~< m, are associated the 16 nodes: 
(~;l, ~'l, ;//;, ~h, ~['2, ;~, ~3, ~'3, ;.~, l,l, 1,2, I,~, ~i, 1~3, 173, Ci) 
and the 18 arcs (see Fig. 1): 
( l /3,1~3),  (l" 3, i~), (7,, Ci), (l~;, Ci)), 
where the nodes li, lh, Ii of {Ut . . . . .  U.}u{Ot . . . . .  0 .}  are the three nodes corres- 
ponding, respectively, to the three literals/it, l~z, 1~3 making the clause C, (i.e. Ij = lit, 
Ik --- 1,2, Ii = 1,3). 
Finally, we set B -~ 8. 
This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a small example. 
We first show that an answer "yes" for 3SAT yields an answer "yes" for H. 
Let F be a truth-function over ~ such that for each clause C i, 1 ~< j ~< m, at least one 
of its three literals is true. 
For each variable ui, the three corresponding tasks Fi, Us, [7~ are scheduled as 
follows: 
- task V~ is processed at time t = 0; 
- ifu~ is true, task U, is processed by the same processor as V~ at time t = 1 and task ~7~ 
is processed by a free processor at time t = 2 (duplication is not a!lowed); 
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instance of 3SAT 
U= l ui, u 2,u3, u4 } 
c =l c1 ,c2  I 
CI={Ul ,  u2,u3 } , C2={ Ul,i13,u4 } 
solution with answer "YES" 
u l=fa lse ,  u2=true ,  
u3= fa l se  , u4= t rue  
V~ V2 V3 V4 
A A A A 
u, ~ U2 ~." U3 U"3U4 ~ 
J (~" mi "1 
~6,---x~,---%-* ~,,r c: 
/ 0 ! 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
~ ~-.~  ~ '~3 ~ ~'~ ~ ':.~ ~ '  h--~ ".,~ 
/ 
PRFCEDENCE GRAPH SOLUTION 
Fig. I, The transformation from 3SAT into UET-UCT. 
- conversely if u~ is false, task 0~ is processed by the same processor as V~ at time I = 1 
and task U~ is processed by a free processor at time t = 2. 
The tasks associated with the clause C~ are scheduled as follows. 
- The three corresponding triples of tasks (,;.h, 2~, 2~'1'), (,;.;~,, ,;.~, ;.~), (,:.~3, ,:-~, :.~} are 
processed as shown by Fig. ! by three distinct processors. 
If the literal I~, I~<j~<3, is true the corresponding task of {U! . . . . .  U,} 
w { U 1 . . . . .  U,} is completed at time t = 2. So the task I u is processed at time t --- 3 by 
the same processor as the triple (':.b, ';.~J, ';.~) (we say that l~l is early). If the literal I~j is 
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false, the corresponding task is completed at time t = 3, then the task lit is processed 
by a free processor at time t = 4 (we say that lit is late). 
Since clause C~ is satisfied, at least one of its three literals lit, i~2,1~3 is true, so one of 
the corresponding tasks is processed at time t = 3 (early), the other tasks correspond- 
ing to a literal with a truth-value false being processed at time t = 4 (late). 
- l f l i l  is true (early) and it, is true (early), the task 7i is processed by a free pr~:ssor  at 
time t = 5 (early). 
- Ifi~1 is true (early) and li2 is false (late), the task 71 is processed by the same processor 
as l~z at time t = 5 (early). In the same way ifli~ is false and It, is true, the task 7i is 
processed by the same processor as Ill at time t = 5 (earl.,,). 
- lfli~ is false (late) and li2 is false (late), the task ,;~ is processed by a free processor at 
time t = 6 (late). 
Thus if at least one ofli~ or li., is true, the task 7i is processed at time t = 5 (earl.,') and 
if both la and li., are false, the task 71 is processed at time t = 6 (late). 
- If li3 is true (early), the tasks i~ and Ill are processed successively by the same 
processor as the task i~3 at times t = 4 and t = 5, respectively. Conversely, when li.~ 
is false (late), the tasks ii~ and lig are processed successively by the same processor as 
the task i~3 at time t = 5 and t = 6, respectively. 
Since at leas~ one of the three literais of clause C~ is true, at least one of the two 
immediate ancestors of task Ci, 71 or !{~, is processed at time t = 5 (early), the other 
being processed at time t = 5 (earl)') or t = 6 (late). 
- If these two tasks are processed at time t = 5, the task C~ is processed by a free 
processor at time t = 7. Then it is completed at t = 8 (early). 
- If only one of the two immediate ancestors of task C~ is processed at time t = 5 
(early), the task C~ is processed by the same processor as the other at time t = 7. 
Again Ci is completed at time t = 8 (earl3'). 
Since each clause Ci is satisfied, each task Ci is completed at time t = 8 (early), and 
then the answer of H is yes. 
Fig. 2 illustrates that C~ can be finished earl), if at least one task li,, r = 1, 2, 3 is 
completed earl),. 
We now show that an answer yes for H yields an answer yes for the corresponding 
instance of 3SAT. 
Let S be a dominant schedule with makespan 8 or less. Then each task Ci is 
processed at time t ,q< 7. 
A ~ask C~ has two immediates ancestors 71 and l~, then we have the three exclusive 
possibilities: 
- 7i and ii~ are processed at time t ~< 5: 
- 7~ is processed at time t = 6, If[ is processed at time t < 5 and the task Ci is 
processed by the same processor as ?~; 
- 7r is processed at time t ~< 5, I~ is processed at time t = 6 and the task Ci is 
processed by the same processor as l~. 
If the task if[ is processed at time t ~< 5, then the task !~3 is processed at time t ~ 3 
since S is a dominant schedule (Property 2). 
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early early early eady early 
early early late early easy 
early late early early early 
e~ly late k~e e~'ly eady 
early early early early 
late early ate early [ early 
late late early late eady 
late late ~te late late 
Fig. 2. The table of the possible truth-value of !~,, 
If the task 7i is processed at time t ~< 5, we have the three exclusive possibilities since 
the task 7~ having two immediate ancestors: 
- task l~t and task !~2 are processed at time t ~< 3: 
- task I~t is processed at time t ~< 3, task I~a is processed at time t = 4 and the task ;'~ is 
processed by the same processor as li2; 
- task lit is processed at time t = 4, the task li2 is processed at time t ~< 3 and the task 
~l is processed by the same processor as lit. 
Thus at least one ofthe three tasks lit, 1~2, !~3 is processed at time t ~< 3. Then at least 
one of these tasks is processed by the same processor as its corresponding task/ ." ' ,  
which in turn is processed by the same processor as ~.' and A °' (Property 2}. Thus/." '  is 
completed at time t = 3. Then the immediate ancestor ~ of li~ in the set 
{ U t . . . . .  U,} u { O t . . . . .  ~,},  is necessarily processed by another processor at l ime 
t ~< 1. So a is processed at time t ~- 1 by the same processor that its own immediate 
ancestor/J,  which is a task in the set { Vt . . . . .  V,}. The other immediate successor of 
/! is processed at time t ~ 2. 
If we assign the value"true" to the variables ul such that the corresponding tasks U~ 
are processed at time t = 1 and the value "false" to the other variables, we get 
a truth-function over ~ such that at least one literal is true for each clause. The answer 
to 3SAT is then yes. [] 
We directly derive from Theorem 1 the following corollary. 
Corollary I. The special case where the con~unication times are not greater than 
processing times is NP-complete. 
Corollary 2. The special case where the communication times are not smaller than 
processing times is NP-complete. 
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5. The SCT scheduling problem 
The SCT scheduling problem is the special case where any task i e I has a process- 
ing time greater than or equal to 1, and where any arcs if, f ie  U have the same 
communication time c, 0 < c ~< 1. So for any c a generic instance of SCT is specified by 
the triple (I, U, p). 
We define the SCT¢ decision problem as follows: 
Instance: G = (I, U) is a precedence graph, task i has a processing time p~ ~> 1 and 
a bound B. 
Question: is there a schedule with communications c with makespan B or 
less? 
Theorem 2. For any c, 0 < c <<. 1, the scheduling problem SCT is NP-complete. 
Proof. By a similar argument as the proof of Theorem 1, we show that 3SAT ~ SCT¢, 
where SCT~ is the particular set of problems SCT with communications c. 
We construct 11¢ an instance of SCT¢ using the following polynomial transforma- 
tion: With each variable u/, 1 ~< i ~< n, we associate a triple of nodes (V~, U~, 1.7~) and 
a pair of arcs ((V/, U/), (V/, tT~)). With each clause Ci = ifit, !/2, l/s), 1 ~< i ~< m, we 
associate the eight nodes: 
L.I, ;~/~, ;~is, i/l, it,., I/3, ;,/, ¢/ 
and the ten arcs: 
(ij, i.), (,~/~, l.), (i~, !~2), (~/2, l~.~). (i~, I/3). (k/s, i/3), ( l . ,  ~/). (I/2, ~'~). (~,~, C~). (h ,  ¢/). 
where the nodes !i, ik, lz of {Ut . . . . .  U,} u{[.71 . . . . .  U,} are the three nodes con'es- 
ponding, respectively, to the three literals/is, !~2, iis making the clause C/(i.e. I~ = I~t, 
i~ = ii2, II = h). 
The processing times of the tasks are chosen as follows: 
p(v/) = p(U,) = p(O~) = p( i . )  = p(i~2) = p(~,,) = p(¢~) = I. 
P(~, ) = P(~i2) = P(~is) -- p(I/s) --- 2 + c. 
We finally set B = 5 + 3c. 
The above transformation is easily seen to be polynomial. Fig. 3 reports the 
transformation for a small example. We first show that an answer yes for 3SAT yields 
an answer yes for He. 
Let F be a truth-function over ~' such that for each clause C i, 1 ~< j ~< m, at least one 
of the three literals is true. 
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instance of  3SAT 
U={Ul, u2,u3, u4 } 
C ={C1,C2 l 
C1--{Ul, u2,u  3 },  C2={ Ul,U3,u4 } 
solution with answer "YES" 
u l=fa l se ,  u2=true ,  
u3=fa lse ,  u4=true  
Vt V2 V3 
0 5+3¢ 
PRECEDENCE GRAPH SOLUTION 
Fig. 3. The polynomial transformation from 3SAT into SCT. 
For each variable u~, the three corresponding tasks V~, U~, ~ are scheduled as 
follows: 
- task V~ is processed at time t = 0; 
- if u~ is true, task U~ is processed by the ,,ame processor as V~ at time f = 1 and task 
0~ is processed by a free processor at time t .~. 1 + c; 
- conversely ifu~ is false, task U~ is processed by the same processor as V~ at time t = 1 
and task U~ is processed by a free processor at time t = 1 -~ c. 
The tasks associated with the clause C~ are scheduled as follows: 
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- The three corresponding tasks,~l, ,;.t2,/.is are processed as shown by Fig. 3 by three 
distinct processors at time t = 0. 
If the literal its, 1 ~<j~<3, is true the corresponding task of {U~ . . . . .  U,} 
u { [71 . . . . .  0,} is completed at time t = 2. So the task lt~ is processed at time t = 2 + c 
by the same processor as the task ,;.tj (we say that l:~ is early). If the literal tj is false, the 
corresponding task is completed at time t = 2 + c, then the task ltj is processed by 
a free processor at time t = 2 + 2e (we say that lij is late). 
Since clause Ci is satisfied, at least one of its three literals ill, it2, its is true, so one of 
the corresponding task is processed at time t = 2 + c (early)' the other tasks corres- 
ponding to a literal false being processed at time t = 2 + 2c (late). 
- If li~ is true (early) and It, is true (early)' the tasks li~ and It,. are completed at time 
t = 3 + c, so the task ~'a is processed by a free processor at time t = 3 + 2c 
~earty). 
- ifltl is true (early) and It2 is false (late), the task ~'t is processed by the same processor 
as ltz at time t = 3 + 2e (earlyl. In the same way when it~ is false (late) and it2 is true 
(earl3"), the task ~'t is processed by the same processor as ia at time t = 3 + 2c (early). 
- Ifltz is false (late) and It., is false (late), the task ~'t is processed by a free processor at 
time t = 3 + 3c flare). 
Thus if at least one of the literals la or l~z is true, the task ;'t is processed at time 
t -- 3 + 2e and completed at time t -- 4 + 2e (earl)'). If both literals/~ and !~2 arc false, 
the task ~'i s completed at time t = 4 + 3e (late). 
- Iflts is true its corresponding task is processed at time t = 2 + e and is completed at 
time t = 4 + 2c (early), conversely when /is is false its corresponding task is 
processed at time t ~ 2 + 2c and is completed at time t -- 4 + 3e (late). 
Since at least one of the three literals of clause Ct is true, at least one of the two 
immediate ancestors of task Ct, 7i or / is ,  is completed at time t = 4 + 2e, the other 
being completed at time t -- 4 + 2e or t -- 4 + 3e. 
- ifthese two tasks arc completed at time t = 4 + 2e, the task Ci is processed by a free 
processor at time t - 4 + 3e (early)' Then C~ is completed at time t -- 5 + 3c. 
- If only one of the two immediate ancestors of task Ct is completed at time 
t -- 4 + 2e, the task Ci is processed by the same processor as the other ancestor at 
time t -- 4 + 3e (early). Again G is completed at time t = 5 + 3e. 
Since each clause G is satisfied, each task Ct is completed at time t = 5 4- 3e, and 
then the answer of Il~ is yes. 
Fig. 2 illustrates that C~ can be finished early if at least one task l~,, r = l, 2, 3 is 
completed early. 
We now show that an answer yes for II~ yields an answer yes for 3SAT: Let S be 
a dominant schedule with makespan 5 + 3c or less. Then each task Ct is processed at 
time t ~< 4 + 3c. 
A task Ci has two immediate ancestors 7i and Its, then we have only the three 
exclusive cases: 
- ~,~ is completed at time t ~< 4 + 2e and thus is processed at time t ~< 3 + 2c and Its is 
completed at time t ~< 4 + 2c and thus is processed at time t ~< 2 + c; 
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- ?'i is completed at time t = 4 + 3c and thus is processed at time t = 3 + 3c, Is3 is 
completed at time t ~< 4 + 2c and thus is processed at time t ~< 2 + c and the task Cs 
is processed by the same processor as 7i; 
- 7s is completed at time t = 4 + 2c and thus is processed at time t ~< 3 + 2c, !~3 is 
completed at time t = 4 + 3c and thus is processed at time t = 2 + 2¢ and the task 
Cl is processed by the same processor as li3. 
If the task 7s is processed at time t ~< 3 + 2c, we have the three exclusive possibilities 
since the task 7~ has two immediate ancestors: 
- task l~t and task lsz are processed at time t ~< 2 + c; 
- task i~ is processed at time t ~< 2 + c, task ii2 is processed at time t = 2 + 2c and the 
task 3'1 is processed by the same processor as lie; 
- the task ls~ is processed at time t = 2 + 2c, the task ll2 is processed at time t ~< 2 + c 
and the task 3's is processed by the same processor as ls~. 
Thus at least one oftbe three tasks li~, Is2, !~3 is processed at time t ~< 2 + c. Then at 
least one of these tasks is processed by the same processor as its corresponding task ,~. 
The processing time of ~. being p~ = 2 + c, this task is processed exactly at time 
t=2+c.  Then its second immediate ancestor u in the set {Ut . . . . .  U,} 
u { [7t . . . . .  LT,} is necessarily processed at time t = I by the same processor as its own 
immediate ancestor ~ff which is a task in the set { Va . . . . .  It,}. The other immediate 
successor of/I  is processed by another processor at time t ;~ I + c. 
If we assign the value "true" to variables us such that the corresponding tasks are 
processed at time t = 1 and a value "false" to the other variables, we get a truth- 
function over ~l' such that at least one literal is true for each clause. The answer to 
3SAT is then yes. [] 
So we can derive an immediate corollary from this last theorem: For all r e ]0,1], 
the scheduling problem specified by (i, U, p, c) and 
r = max<i. ~+v {cij} 
minl++ {Pi} 
is NP-complete. This problem has for special case the SCT, scheduling problem so 
the result holds. 
6. Two approximation algorithms 
The problems UET-UCT and SCT being NP-complete, we now present wo 
polynomial approximation algorithms with performance guarantee. 
The basic idea of these algorithms i to transform the original scheduling problem 
into a classical CPM scheduling problem whose task durations include the com- 
munications times. 
Let P = (I, U, p, c) be a scheduling problem and r be a positive real number. The 
scheduling problem P' = f,(P) is defined as follows: P' = (I, U, p', 0) where p; = r.pi. 
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We first present an approximation algorithm with performance ratio 2 for the 
UET-UCT scheduling problem. 
Let P -~ (I, U, Pi = 1, clj = 1) b¢ an instance of UET-UCT.  The approximation 
algorithm denoted by AuET-ucr proceeds as follows: Let P'  bc the problemf2(P); Let 
S' = {tl . . . . .  t,} = CPM(P')  b¢ the earliest CPM schedule of P'; Define the schedule 
of P as follows: For any i in i, process task i on its own processor at time t~ = t~. The 
complexity of AvET-ucr is clearly O(n2). 
~ y  !. The performance ratio of AuaT-ucr is equal to 2 and the bound is 
asymptotically achieved. 
Proof. By the definition of the processing times p[, for any (i, j )e  U, we have 
t i ~ tj + p~ + c o. So all the prccedence constraints arc satisfied. 
Let M b¢ the minimum makcspan of P ~- (L U, pi = 1, 0). By the definition of ~, we 
have M(,~) = 2M. Moreover, if $* is an optimal schedule of P, we have M($*) ~ M 
and M(~)/M(S*) <<. 2. 
Let us show that this bound is asymptotically achieved: 
Assume the precedence graph (/, U) is the path (1 . . . . .  n). 
From Property 2, we have M($*) = n. The schedule computed by AunT- t~r is such 
that t ,~-2(n - ! ) .  Thus M(~)=2(n-1)+l=2n- l .  Then we obtain 
M(~)/M($*) = 2 - l~'n and hence the bound is asymptotically achieved when the 
number of tasks is large enough. [] 
We now give an approximation algorithm for SCT. 
Let P = (1, U, p, c) b¢ an instance of the SCT scheduling problem such that 
r max~i.j~v{cij} < 1. 
mini~l{pi} 
The approximation algorithm denoted by Ascr proceeds as follows: Let P'  be the 
problemf~ +,(P); Let S' = {tl . . . . .  t~} = CPM(P')  be the earliest CPM schedule of P'. 
Define the schedule ~ of P as follows: For any i in !, process task i on its own procegsor 
at time t~ ~- t[. The complexity of Ascr is clearly O(n2). 
Pro~rty 2. The performance ratio of Ascr is equal to (1 + r) and the bound is 
asymptolically achieved. 
Proof. By the definition of the processing times p~, for any (i, j )e  U, we have 
t~ ~ ti + p~ + c~. So all the prccedence constraints arc satisfied. 
Let M b¢ the minimum makespan ofP  ~- (I, U, p ,  0). By the definition of~, we have 
M(~) = (1 + r)M. Moreover, ifS* is an optimal schedule of P, we have M(S*) ~ M 
and M(~)/M($*) <~ (1 + r). 
Let us show that this bound is asymptotically achieved: 
Assume the prccedence graph (1, U) is the path (1 . . . . .  n). 
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From Property 2, we have M(S*)  = n. The schedule computed by Ascr is such that 
t, = (I + r)(n - 1). Thus M(~) = (1 + r)(n - 1) + 1 = (1 + r)n - r. Then we obtain 
M(~) /M(S* )  =((1 + r )n -  r)/n = 1 +r ( l -  l /n)  and hence the bound is asymp- 
totically achieved when the number of tasks is large enough. [] 
Remark. When r goes near 0 (i.e. when the communication times are much smaller 
than the processing times) the ratio (1 + r) goes near 1. So the algorithm Ascr, which is 
asymptotically the same as CPM, gives asymptotically the optimal schedule. 
7. Conclusion 
Unlike the problem with task duplication, the basic scheduling problem with small 
interprocessor communication delays has been shown to be NP-complete. It has also 
been proved that the UET-UCT scheduling problem is NP-complete and that by 
arbitrary decreasing the communication times, the scheduling problem remains NP- 
complete. A polynomial algorithm using the CPM method gives an efficient solution 
when communication times are much smaller than the processing times, in the worse 
case when all the communication times and the processing times have the same length, 
this algorithm guarantees that the makespan of the approximation schedule isat most 
twice the makespan of the optimal schedule. 
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